Use of the BULIT bulimia screening questionnaire to assess risk and progress in weight management for overweight women who weight cycle. BULImia Test.
A bulimia screening questionnaire was examined for usefulness in assessing risk for bulimia and measuring progress in reducing binge eating in overweight women who weight cycle. In two studies the BULIT test was used to screen for risk for bulimia. Study 1 was a descriptive study of motivations for overeating in normal weight women compared to overweight women who weight cycled. In Study 2, overweight women who weight cycled were examined at baseline, 6, and 12 months for effectiveness of a clinical treatment strategy to reduce binge eating. In Study 1, BULIT scores were statistically significantly higher for overweight compared to normal weight subjects. In Study 2, subjects' BULIT scores were lower after using a long term clinical treatment strategy to gain control of eating. The BULIT test was useful for specifying four categories of eating patterns to assess risk for bulimia and progress in reducing binge eating.